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When a Mechanical Model Goes Nonlinear:
Unexpected Responses to
Low-Periodic Shaking
Lisa D. Humphreys and P. Joseph McKenna

1. INTRODUCTION.This paperhad its originin a curiousdiscoveryby the first
student.As describedin [9], the
authorin researchperformedwith an undergraduate
following odd fact was noticed: when a mechanical model of a suspension bridge
(linear near equilibrium but allowed to slacken at large distance in one direction) is
shaken with a low-frequency periodic force, several differentperiodic responses can
result, many with high-frequency components.

Thisresultrancounterto manyearlierresultsin the literature[1], [4], [5], [6], [7].
forcThere,the mainfeatureinvestigatedwas multiplesolutionsfor small-amplitude
ing terms,wherethe frequencyof the forcingtermwas relativelyhigh, usuallyin an
intervalbelow the linearizedresonantfrequency.So the conventionalwisdomwas, if
you wantto explorefor "interestingstuff,"investigateforcingtermswithfrequencyin
the vicinityof the resonantfrequency.
Not only werethesenew solutionsunexpected,theywerealso somewhatcounterintuitive.One'sfirstguess wouldbe thatreducingtherestoringforcetowardequilibrium
shouldactuallycause an even lowerfrequencyresponse,ratherthanintroducingnew
high frequencies.It also was a little unnerving,in thatthe long-termresponseof the
mechanicalmodelto forcingwas quiteunpredictableandwouldbe highlydependent
on initialconditionsas soon as the modelwas forcedout of the linearrange.
Severalperiodicresponseswereobservedby the relativelynaivemethodof feeding
initial
in
conditions,solving an initial-valueproblemfor a largetime, and observing
the eventualresponse.Of course, there is no theoremthat says this must result in
convergenceto a periodicsolution,butit happeneda gratifyingnumberof times.
linear
The naturalquestionis: How does one go fromthe simplenear-equilibrium
behavior,wherethereis one solutionthatmatchesthe forcing,to the manifoldlymore
complex situationwhere the amplitudeof the forcingpushes the oscillatorinto the
nonlinearregion?In otherwords,what is the global structureof the solutionset? A
full pictureof the solutionset involvesfindingnotjust stablesolutionsbutthe unstable ones as well. This meanswe need to find ways of identifyingperiodicsolutions
otherthanjust solving initial-valueproblemsfor long times and hopingfor convergence.
A word of warningbefore we begin: some readersmay think thatjust because
we have a nonlinearequation,we should expect complicatedbehavior.This is not
true.Most mechanicalsystemsoscillate into a nonlinearrangeto some extent.And
behavior.Indeed,most suspensionbridgesfunction
mostdo not exhibitunpredictable
The long-termgoal of ouranalysisis to identifythe
predictably,even in earthquakes.
of thosesystemsthatbehaveunpredictably
andto findwaysto eliminate
characteristics
thesebehaviors.
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The methodswe use include Newton's method,continuationmethods,and the
methodof steepestdescent.'All havelimitations,andnone workedone hundredpercent of the time. However,a combinationof methods,and a lot of persistence,have
finallygivenus a pictureof astonishingcomplexityin a very simplemodel.
In section 2, we describethe model. In section 3, we brieflyoutlinethe (mostly
low-tech)methodsthatwe use. Ourhopeis thatthispapercan stimulatesimilarexplosettings.In section4, we describeour findingson what
rationin otherundergraduate
the solutionset looks like, includingperiod-doublingandperiod-triplingsolutionsin
astoundingmultiplicity.In section 5, we presentconclusionsand suggest areasfor
furtherreseach.
2. THE DEVELOPMENTOF THE MODEL. The basic idea of the model that
we investigatewas developedin [6], [11], and [12]. A nice expositioncan be found
in [2]. The model assumesthatcablesresistexpansionbut not compression.Thus,if
we simplifya suspensionbridgeto a single oscillatingparticle,we expectto findtwo
differentrestoringforces actingon it. The firstis a unilateralforce from the cables
thathold the bridgeup (but not down), and the second is a linearforce thatresists
deflectionfromequilibriumin bothdirections.This secondforceis dueto the inherent
stiffness of the roadbed.Some suspensionbridgesare, like the GeorgeWashington
Bridge,very stiff, whereasothers,such as the originalTacomaNarrowsBridge,have
littleresistanceto verticaldeflection.The weightof the bridgepushesthe bridgedown
and extends the cables to an equilibriumaroundwhich the forces from the cables
remainlinear.However,if the upwarddeflectionsbecometoo largethe cablesslacken,
andthis partof the restoringforce shoulddisappear.
These considerationslead to the following model. Considera mass attachedto a
verticalspringand a cable providingadditionalsupport.While the springcauses a
restoringforce in both the upwardand downwarddirections,the cable only resists
expansion.Let y(t) denotethe downwarddisplacementof the mass at time t, where
y = 0 denotesthe positionbeforeelongationof the springby the additionof the mass
(see Figure1).

Cable

y<0
y=0
y>0

Figure 1. Two different types of forces hold up the mass: a linear spring that resists displacement in either
direction and a cable-like force that resists displacementonly in the downwarddirection.

Thereare threemain forces actingon the mass: a restoringforce from the cable,
a linearrestoringforce fromthe spring,and gravity.Withoutthe cable, the restoring
1Both authors have spent a considerable portion of their careers on numerical methods of finding "nonobvious" periodic solutions of nonlinearordinaryand partialdifferentialequations, using the aforementioned
methods. The version of steepest descent that we use here is apparentlynew, remarkablyeffective, and very
easy to implement.
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force in the linear model in the spring is given by kiy. A cable has a restoring force of
k2y+, where y+ = max{y, 0}, because it resists deflections in the downward direction
(expansion) but not in the upwarddirection (compression). For example, in the George
Washington Bridge, kl would be large and k2 relatively small. In the more flexible
Tacoma Narrows Bridge, kl would be small and k2 relatively large. Thus the combined
restoring force is given by ay+ - by-, where a > b and y- = - min{y, 0}. We are interested in the response of this system to periodic forcing, and we take f(t) = X sin pt
as our generic periodic force. A small amount of damping leads us to the following
model:
y" + 0.01y' + ay+ - by- = 10 +

sin [t.

(1)

For the situation of [9], with J/ = .17, we expect complicated behavior if X is large
but simple linear behavior when X is small. The model relies on the cables to hold up
the mass, so we take the linear spring constant to be relatively small (kl = 1), while
the cable constant k2 is taken to be the relatively large value k2 = 16. We take a = 17
and b = 1. In the absence of forcing, the mass is at equilibrium at y = 10/17, and
the equation remains linear until the oscillation magnitude approaches 10/17 and y(t)
becomes negative.
The most significant property of the model as we have chosen it is that, with the
large difference between a and b, the equation is "very"nonlinear. For example, if we
had chosen a = 17 and b = 7, none of the strange behavior that we shall later discover
in the presence of low-frequency forcing would exist. So our question becomes: What
do the solutions of the boundary value problem (1) with boundary conditions given
y'(0) = y'(2r//L) look like as we vary . from small to large
by y(O) = y(2r//),
amplitudes?
When describing the structure of the set of solutions of a nonlinear equation that
includes a parameter,we will use the language of bifurcation theory. We start with a
simple example. Consider the algebraic equation
F(u,

) - u((u - 1)2 -

)=0.

There are a variety of ways of describing the solutions of this as X varies. One could
> 0 there are the three
observe that for X < 0, u = 0 is the only solution, whereas for AX
solutions u = 0 and u = 1 - v/. The easiest way to convey this information is to view
the picture in Figure 2. In a sense, this is typical of most nonlinear equations with an
u

Figure 2. The solution set for F(u, .) =_ u((u - 1)2 - X) = 0. Note how the solutions lie on curves that
occasionally turnround and intersectbut are "mostly"parametrisablein ..
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embeddedparameter."Mostof the time"the solutionsare on curvesparametrisable
by XL.
Sometimesthese curvesturnaround,as at (0, 1), and we would need another
parametersuchas arclengthto describethem.Anotherthingthatcan go wrongis that
curvescan collide with eachother,as at (1, 0). This is calleda bifurcationpoint.
Anotherinstructiveaspectof Figure2 is thatit suggestsa way to find these solutionsif one wereextremelyanalyticallychallenged.Havingestablishedsomepointon
the curve (uo, X0),one could then use this value of uo as a good initialguess for the
equation F(u, 1) = 0 for nearby 1i = Xo + SX. Then one could employ Newton's
method u,,n = u, - (DuF(u,, i1))-'F(u,, 1i)to converge to the nearby point of the

curve(u1,A1).In this way,by iterating,one couldhopeto traceout the variouspieces
of these curvesnumerically.This is the intuitiveidea behindone of our main tools,
continuation methods.

This simple idea would breakdown in two places, namely at (0, 1), the turning
point,wherecontinuingto incrementXin the negativedirectionwouldentera regime
where thereis no nearbysolutionand Newton'smethod,deprivedof a good initial
guess, wouldprobablyfail. It would also breakdown at (1, 0), the bifurcationpoint,
whereDuF(Un, 1i)goes to zero.Othertechniqueswouldbe neededat thesepoints.
The sameintuitiveideaholdswhentryingto describeperiodicsolutionsof equation
(1) with the embeddedparameterX.If, for fixedX, we havea solution,thentypically,
as we varyXL,
we expectnearbysolutionsto dependcontinuouslyon X.In otherwords,
"mostof the time,"when we vary X continuously,the solutionstraceout a curvein
functionspace.These curvescannotsimplydie out at any pointbut are alwayscontinuable[10]. As in our first simple example,they may collide at bifurcationpoints
or fail to be parametrisable
in IAat turningpoints.We call these curvesof solutions
bifurcationcurves.Of course,they are no longernice simplecurvesin the planebut
functionspace.
now residein some infinite-dimensional
To visualizethesecurvesof solutionsin infinitedimensionalspace,we projectonto
periodicsolution
two dimensionsandplot Aversusthe amplitudeof the corresponding
of (1). In a slightabuseof terminology,we also call thesetwo-dimensionalprojections
bifurcationcurves. An exampleis shown in Figure 3. As mentionedearlierin the
discussionof the model, small A meansthe solutionstays in the linearrange.This is
seen in Figure3 in the regionwhereA is smallerthanabout9.9. Since the equation
is linearin this range,the bifurcationcurveis linearlydependenton A. However,as
increasingApushesthe solutionsinto the nonlinearrange,the curvebendsbackwards
andforwards.Inparticular,
whenA x 10.5 thereareatleastthreesolutions.Describing
the completeset of solutionsfor the entirerangeof A is ratherambitious,as the set of
complicatedandone canneverbe surethatthereareno
curvesmaybe extraordinarily
othercurvesof solutionssomewhereouttherein unexploredareasof initialconditions.
Nonetheless,this is whatwe attemptin this paper.
3. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES. We begin by reviewing some basic material
fromordinarydifferentialequations.Foranypair(c, d) the initial-valueproblem
y" + 0.01y' + ay+ - by- = 10 + A sin zt,

y(0) = c,

y'(0) = d

(2)

has a uniquesolutionon [0, T] thatis continuouslyanddifferentiablydependenton c
andd. Findinga T-periodicsolutionof (2) is equivalentto findinga pair(c*, d*) so that
whenthe initial-valueproblemis solvedwithc = c* andd = d*, theresultingsolution
satisfies y(0) = y(T) and y'(O) = y'(T). Strictly speaking, we should write y(T, c, d),

since the definitionof y(T) dependson the initialvalues (c, d). As remarkedearlier,
y(T, c, d) is differentiablydependenton c andd.
864
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Thisproblemwas attackedin severalways.Webeganwithtechniqueswhoseunderlying conceptsareaccessibleto mostundergraduates
andreadilyavailablein standard
mathematicalsoftware.We modifiedthese algorithmsto fit our specificequationand
thenusedmorecomplicatedmethodsto finishthe analysis.
Since we are searchingnumericallyfor periodicsolutions,we have to be content
with approximating
T-periodicsolutions,whichareobtainedby runningindividualalgorithms until the quantity (y(0) - y(T))2 + (y'(0) - y'(T))2 is less than a prescribed

tolerance,whichwe referto as the error.
Initial-valueproblem methods. Before discussingthe firstmethod,we need to remind the readerthat in regardto periodicsolutionsof nonlinearproblemsthereare
two fundamentallydifferenttypes. We call a solutionstable if initialvalues close to
the initialdataof the solutionyield convergenceto thatsolutionin largetime. In the
close to a solutionandeventucase of unstablesolutions,one can startoff arbitrarily
ally end up farawayfromit.
Our goal is to find periodicsolutionsof (1). We begin by treatingthe boundary
valueproblemas an initial-valueproblemandobservinglong-termbehavior.Almost
all standardsoftwareproductshavebuiltin featuresto do this andareeasily accessed.
WewroteourownfourthorderRunge-Kutta
solver,variedtheinitialconditions,solved
a
initial-value
the
problemover large fixed time, and looked to see what resulted.
This was a way of findingmanydifferentstableperiodicsolutions.Whatmakesthis
techniquework is that many stable solutionsexist and, if one ever comes close to
one, one expectsto convergeto it in largetime. Of course,this methodhas no chance
of findingunstablesolutions.Anotherdrawbackis that the limiting solutionneeds
furtherrefinement.Typicallywe observederroron the orderof 10 8. By using other
techniques,we were able to do muchbetter.
Newton's method. The powerand speed of Newton'smethodfor findingzeros of a
functionof one variableis well known.Indeed,it is taughtin calculusclasses. This
procedureworksequallywell in findingzerosof vector-valuedfunctions.If we define
the function

(3)

[y'(T,c,'

then F is a map from R2 to R2 and zeros of F correspondto T-periodicsolutionsof
(1). As in [9], we implementeda two-dimensionalNewtonsolver.We searchedfor the
initialconditionsthatwouldputus on a periodicsolution.
Herewe brieflyoutlinethe Newtonsolver.Using vectornotationandlettingc andd
denotethe initialpositionand initialvelocity,respectively,let G[c] denotethe position and velocity of a solutionto the equationat T = 2Jtr/. Thus, findingperiodic
solutionsof (1) is equivalentto findingzerosof the functionF definedby

(4)

G,
So to implementNewton'smethod,we follow the familiariterativescheme
Zn+I =
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which in our notation becomes

(6)

[dn+

There are two different ways to calculate the partial derivatives to be used in this
approach. One simple method is to use a central difference scheme. This involves
evaluating terms like
(G(c + h, d) - G(c - h, d))/(2h)
for suitably small h. In other words, to calculate each partialderivative, one must solve
the initial-value problem (1) over the interval [0, T] twice. This is the method that was
used in [9] and is probably best when working with undergraduates.
Another more efficient (and more complicated) way to calculate the partial derivatives requiredin the derivativematrix of equation (6) is to differentiate(2) with respect
to the initial conditions c and d. This results in two additional differential equations.
Thus, to implement one iteration of the Newton method, we simultaneously solve the
following coupled system of three equations:
y" + 0.01y' + ay+ - by- = 10 + X sin /t,

(7)
(8)

0,
(9)
=0,
with the initial conditions
y(0) = c,
(y

(0) = 0,

y'(0) = d,

(c

(0) = 0,

(0) = 1,
(0)= I,

(10)

over an interval of length (0, 2r/p/). Having solved the initial-value problem (7)(9), we note that the term aGl/ac is given by ay/ac(27/iz) and aG2/ac is given
by (ay/ac)'(2/l
) and similarly for partial derivatives with respect to d. (A word of
warning: it is not at all clear that these derivatives really exist! Certainly we end up
solving a system in which many of the terms are discontinuous, a fact that should give
us a certain discomfort with the quality of the solutions of the initial-value problem. As
long as the solutions are not identically zero on an open interval, one can justify this
approach[16].) To find appropriateinitial conditions that yield the periodic solution we
iteratively compute zn+ = zn - (F')-1[zn]F[z,] until our erroris sufficiently small.
Any application of Newton's method relies heavily on a good first guess. If we use
this approach to refine a solution found by solving the initial-value problem, as in the
previous subsection, then we have an excellent startingpoint. After such a refinement
we typically found solutions with erroron the order of 10-20.
866
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Naturally, Newton's method doesn't work if we haven't made a good guess at the
start. If, for example, we wanted to find a periodic solution at a fixed X without any
hint as to what we were looking for, Newton's method usually wouldn't be successful.
We needed a third, more global method.
Steepest descent. Thus far, we have discussed finding stable solutions through initialvalue methods and refining those solutions with Newton's method. We could have used
the Newton approachto find unstable solutions as well, but we lacked the good initial
guesses that this method requires. We found that the method of steepest descent was
an effective way of getting around this difficulty.
This method is based on a simple and familiar idea from multivariable calculus,
namely, the directional derivative. To find a minimum of a scalar function f of two
variables, c and d, one evaluates the gradient Vf at some initial point and, assuming
that this vector is not zero, then moves in the opposite direction for a small distance. So
long as the distance is small, this should lower the value of the function. Iterate!When
you can't reduce the value of the function any further,you have presumably found a
critical point, which is generically a minimum.
As far as we know, this method has not previously been used to find periodic solutions of nonlinear ordinarydifferential equations. The idea is to find a zero of the error
function given by
E(c, d) = (c - y(2r/l,

c, d))2 + (d - y'(2nr/,

c, d))2.

(11)

Notice that we have emphasized the differentiable dependance of y(2jr/f/) on the initial condition pair (c, d). As remarked, one way to find zeros of this function (i.e.,
the places where it takes its minimum value) is to start at an arbitrarypoint (c, d)
and move in the direction opposite the gradient. Naturally,this involves computing the
partial derivatives aE/ac and E/ad. One way to do this would be to evaluate finite
differences of the form
(E(c + h, d) - E(c-

h, d))/(2h)

for some small h. Calculating this one finite difference involves solving the initialvalue problem two more times on the interval [0, 27r//z] and twice more to find a E/ad.
Let T = 2rT//Z.Another way to calculate the gradient is to take the partial derivatives of equation (11) with respect to c and d. This gives

)c

d/
The various partial derivatives like ay/ac(T)) are exactly the ones we have already
discussed in Newton's method.
We then iterate z,n+ = zn - hVE, where h is taken to be sufficiently small. This
procedure is relatively easy to implement since the calculations for all the partial
derivatives have already been computed in the Newton solver.
Steepest descent had, for us, the advantage of finding solutions, including unstable
ones, without having a good guess. This method proved unreasonably effective, especially in finding solutions that were not connected to any obvious branches of solutions [8].
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A priori, there was no reason why this process should not converge to some local
minimum of the function E that was not zero, (and therefore not a periodic solution),
but most times it did in fact converge to zero, giving us a periodic solution. One curious result of our calculations was the observation that the only local minima to which
the process converged were zeros of the scalar function E (c, d). One cannot help wondering whether this is a theorem, or whether there are other nonzero local minima.
Continuation algorithms. To get a sense of the complete picture of the solution set,
it is not very informative to say simply that for a given . there are, say, ten solutions,
and then just show their pictures. We would like to exhibit a more complete picture of
how these solutions get distributedas we vary the external forcing X and to gain some
sense of how certain solutions are related to others. As mentioned earlier, mapping out
as many of these bifurcation curves as we can will give us a more complete picture.
This is the job of the continuation algorithm. It will generate the bifurcation curves
shown in Figures 3, 4, and so on.
Although the implementation can be very technical, the basic idea is intuitive. Suppose we have found a solution for a given value of X by some other method. As mentioned, we expect this solution to lie in a continuum of solutions that exist for nearby X.
These nearby solutions should be close to the one we have already found. Therefore,
our initial data for the known solution should be a very good guess for nearby solutions. Since a reasonable initial guess is exactly what is requiredfor Newton's method,
we should be able to find the nearby solutions and then trace out an arc of solutions by
inching along the curve in solution space in tiny increments of X. One good place to
startthis process is when , is very small, since y = 0 is a naturalinitial guess.
To visualize the resulting curves of solutions, we plot X against the amplitude A
of the corresponding solution. This simple intuitive idea breaks down as we approach
turning points where we may not be able to increase X to find another solution. For
example, it would work well on the lowest arc of Figure 3 but will fail when . = 10 as
we reach the first turning point, at which the derivative matrix becomes singular. The
bifurcation curve can no longer be parametrizedin terms of ..
There are various ways to fix this problem, some quite difficult. One is to parametrize the curve in terms of arclength. This allows us to sometimes pass round the
turning points. This method is quite complicated and beyond the scope of this paper.
Details can be found in [3] or [10].
Another simple fix, if we suspect that a turning point is near and that there may
be no solutions for increased X, is to hunt around using steepest descent or Newton's
method till we find another point on the other side of the turning point. We used both
these methods.
Having found another solution on the other side of the turning point, we can then
startup the simple continuation procedure again. Steepest descent could be employed
to search for another solution at a fixed X,nearby. One could piece together several
branches from this simple continuation and get an idea of the appearanceof the solution space. Alternatively, we could inch along the branchusing steepest descent to find
solutions as we incremented ..
The bottom line. None of the methods that we have described was perfectly reliable.
Often the matrix in Newton's method would become singular as we moved along a
branch. Typically, we would then search with the steepest descent method until we
found another point on the branch, after which we would try to work backwards from
there with continuation. Each of the global pictures shown in this paper represents
many different pieces patched together.
868
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4. THE COMPLETE PICTURE. We begin the bifurcationcurve of the main
branchstartingat . = 0. Recall that the horizontalaxis records ., while the vertical axis representsthe amplitudeof the resultingsolution.Priorto about3. = 9.9 the
linear solutionexists and appearsto be the only one, at least until we are close to
nonlinearamplitudes.This can be seen in Figure3. As we approachthe regionwhere
the solutionbecomesnonlinear,thingschangerapidly.
The Main Branchof the BirfurcationCurve
3.5
3
2.5
2

1.5
1

0.5
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Magnitudeof the ForcingTerm
Figure 3. The bifurcationcurve startingat X = 0. The graphplots Xversus the amplitudeof the corresponding
solution. Note that for X near zero, the graph is linear and remains so until X approaches 10, where we enter
the nonlinearregime.

As we climbup the branchof the bifurcationcurvethatstartsat zero,we beginwith
thelinearsolution.Thenas we moveintothenonlinearrange,the solutionimmediately
beginsto exhibita slight wiggle. As we progressup the branch,we can clearlysee a
high frequencyresponsesuperimposedon the outlineof the linearsolution.This high
frequencyresponseincreasesas we move up the path in Figures3 and 4. Figure6
showssolutionsas we go up this branch.
Of course,thereis no reasonto limit oneself to continuationfrom the zero solution. As mentionedin [9], severalsolutionswere found at XL
= 13.7. We startedthe
solutions
discovered
on
severalisolatedbranches.In
continuationalgorithm these
and
Figure5, we superimposethesebrancheson the primarybranchfromFigures3 and4.
Period-doubling bifurcations. As we tested for stability along the main branch
shownin Figures3 and 4, we discoveredan anomaly.We expectedand observeda
changeof stabilityas we roundedturningpoints.Wealso discoveredthatalongcertain
arcsawayfromturningpoints,we couldlikewisedetecta changeof stability.This led
us to suspectsome otherformof bifurcation,andaftersearchingin the neighborhood
of thesepoints,we foundsolutionswhoseperiodsweretwice the periodof the forcing
term.This led to new branches,whichcame off the mainbranchandlaterrejoinedit.
Theseareshownsuperimposedon the period-onebranchesin Figure8.
December 2005]
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The Main Branchof the BifurcationCurve

2.2
2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6

10

9.8

10.2

10.4

10.6

10.8

11

11.2

11.4

11.6

Magnitudeof the ForcingTerm
Figure 4. A better view of the main branch from Figure 3. When X is 9.9, notice how we get five different
solutions for the same forcing term.

Bifurcation Curves of Period One

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Magnitudeof the ForcingTerm
Figure 5. The complete structureof the various solution paths, including three isolated branches. The main
branch is shown with a dotted line and the three isolated branches are shown with solid lines. Of course, the
isolated branches only appear to intersect the main branch, an artifact of projecting an infinite-dimensional
space into R2. AroundX = 13, there are at least seven solutions for the same forcing term.

Period-threesolutions. On a hunch,we lookedfor solutionswhoseperiodwas three
timesthatof the forcingterm.We did not expectto findanybecauseof the multitude
of period-onesolutions,which of courseare also of periodthree.However,steepest
descentdid find some. Havingfoundthese, we were able to use continuationto find
more.Theydid not seemto connectup to the mainbranchbutexistedoff on theirown
870
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Figure 6. Four solutions for various X in (9.8, 14) as we move up the bifurcationcurve of Figures 3 and 4
that startsat 0. For each solution we plot (t, y(t)) over two periods. As we climb the path, a pronouncedhigh
frequencywiggle becomes more noticeable. As we round a turningpoint, a stable arc turnsunstable, and vice
versa. In the top left, we can see the solution making only a tiny incursion into the half-plane y < 0, and
alreadythere is a pronouncedhigh-frequencyoscillation.
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Figure 7. Two of the period-two solutions. For each solution we plot (t, y(t)) over four periods. Note on the
left how the period-two solution goes throughone period of small vibrationfollowed by a second period of
more violent vibration.

in function space. Two samples of these are illustrated in Figure 9, and the continua
we found are in Figure 10.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS. Our main conclusion is surprising:
as soon as the supporting cables lose tension under very low-frequency forcing, even
for a tiny percentage of the period, high-frequency oscillation becomes an inevitable
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Figure 8. The main branch of the bifurcationcurve displayed with the period-two-branches.Compare with
Figure 3. Again, the main branchis shown with a dotted line, while the new period-twocurves are shown with
solid lines. There is one isolated figure-eightcontinuumof double-periodsolutions and three that startoff on a
lower arc and rejoin the main branchfurtherup the continuum.At least two of the additionalbranchesappear
to be quite similar.
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Figure 9. Two of the period-threesolutions. For each solution we plot (t, y(t)) over two periods (or six periods
of the forcing term). The solution on the left is particularlycounterintuitive,with its alternatinglarge and small
shaking.

part of the picture. As the amplitude is increased furtherinto the nonlinear range, the
solutions become less and less intuitive, and the high-frequency shaking becomes more
widespread and violent.
This may have some implications for vibrations in cable-stayed bridges, where
unexpected high-frequency oscillations have been observed. Ships encounter largeamplitude, low-frequency forcing from waves and obey Archimedes' law, which becomes nonlinear when the ship lifts out of water. They occasionally exhibit puzzling
high-frequency oscillations [15].
We emphasize that the ideas underlying most of what we have said are accessible
to good undergraduates.Some variations on this theme would make for interesting re872
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BifurcationCurvesfor the PeriodThree Solutions
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Figure 10. The continua of period-three solutions. They don't seem to connect to any other lower-period
solutions.
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Figure 11. All solutions of period one, two, or three! Challenge to the reader:find the . with the most periodic

responses.

searchprojects.A certainamountof patienceis required,since we foundthatcontinuing alongarcsof a solutionbranchwas a highlyunpredictable
process,withNewton's
methodbecomingsingularfor no apparentreasons.We then had to huntaroundfor
anotherpointon the branchandcontinuouslyincrementourway backwards.Modulo
thatcautionarynote, this problemgives studentsfairly easy access to the sheerfun,
unpredictability,
andoccasionalfrustrationsof researchin appliedmathematics.
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We conclude with some open questions:

1. Whatis the structureof the solutionset as one variesthefrequencyof the forcing
term from the extremely low values used here to the higher values used in earlier

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

studies,say, around4? (Varying/z a little gives substantiallysimilarpictures.
Higherup, near/z = 4, the picturesbecomesimpleS-curves.)
Can we find the basinsof attractionof the varioussolutionsfor a given value
of X?In otherwords,can we find a patternin the sets of initialconditionsthat
eventuallylead to the differentsolutions?A startin this directionwas made
in [9].
Canwe findmoreexamplesof cascadesof perioddoublingas was foundin [4]?
In otherwords,do theperiod-twosolutionsgive period-foursolutions?Oreight?
Are thereothermore exotic solutionssuch as the one in Figures6 and 8 that
alternatelygo quietand shakeviolently?Maybethereis a periodfour solution
thatis relativelyquietfor threeperiodsbutshakesviolentlyfor the fourth.
Are thereany solutionsof periodotherthanone, two, or three?(We searcheda
littlebutdidn'tfindany.)
Is thereanychaosin this systemwithperiodicforcing?
Whathappensif one hasa two-masssystemortwo degreesof freedom?(See, for
example,[12], [13], [14], and [5]). Therearemultiplesolutions,butthe general
structureof the solutionset is still a mysteryin these systems.
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